Another point to be emphasized is that in my husband's mind the terminal moraine showed the halting place of the solid ice only at the time of its greatest extent, and did not define or limit the irregular drift-covered areas in many instances found lying beyond it, which were due to the action of drainage-streams, icebergs or the deposits in temporary lakes.

I have first and only instance my husband ever saw which led him to believe in the existence of a large ice-stream (whether local or otherwise remains to be determined), between which and the glacial epoch as vast an interval of time had elapsed as that which separates the glacial period from the present day, was found in the deposits in Frankley Hill, near Birmingham. It was his intention, had he remained in this world, to make a thorough re-examination of all England, lest similar deposits had elsewhere escaped his notice; but he never at any time associated the Frankley Hill till and graved with the "fringe" of the glacial period, from which it was wholly distinct.

Permit me to say in closing that the unhindered courtesy and generosity shown me by Dr. Croeskey and many others among the English geologists—some of whom are entirely opposed to my husband’s conclusions—are beyond all praise and any acknowledgment which it is in my power to give. If, when I have a future to turn to my own countrymen for aid in finding the true character of his MSS. relating to the geology of the New World. I experience even a fraction of the kindness which has surrounded me in England, I shall have nothing to desire.
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